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Mass Spectrometry ImagingGeneral workflow
(optional)

Ambient sources
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Schematic outline of workflow
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MALDI toward MALDI-MSI
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Tissue Storage
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Organ storage

6

Organ

Fastfreezing

Coldiso-pentane

Frozenconservation(-80°C)

Fixation

Fixedsamples

Fixed and FrozenConservation(-80°C)

ParaffinEmbedding

Fixed and Paraffin EmbeddedConservation (-80°C)or Room Temperature
Stability Vs. Time? Very high stability along the time
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Reactivity with Fixative Agents

Aldehydes
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Tissue embedding
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Tissue cuttingOptimal Cutting Temperature (OCT)

(A) OCT used to adhere the tissue to the sample stage but does not come into contact with the sliced tissue.(B) The tissue was embedded in OCT and attached to the sample stage.
• Tissue embedding into OCT => poor S/N• Never embed tissue in OCT

Schwartz et al., J. Mass Spectrom., 2003, 38, 699-708
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Gelatin/CMC based tissue embedding
Gelatin embedding

10.1007/s00216-020-02920-1

Rat bone sections, solution 20% gelatin (w/v)and 7.5% CMC, (w/v)
Human hair in 10% gelatin

10.1021/acs.analchem.9b05401

Methadone

EDDP



Tissue Sectionning & Mounting
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Provided byGregory Hamm
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Recommended Temperatures for CuttingUnfixed Frozen Tissues
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Image Optique

Image MALDI

m/z 14321
m/z 7921foie m/z 6893Cavité thoracique

m/z 21 952Thymus

m/z 4643

Whole body Autoradiography vs MSI



STAINING
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High spatial resolution and classical histologyon a single tissue section

(a)–(c) Protein markers for different regions of the cerebellum(d) Overlay of these proteins in a single image(e) Overlay of the MALDI IMS image and the H&E stain (WM, whitematter; GM, graymatter; GC, granule cells)

H&E staining of the tissueAfter the MALDI measurement, the remaining matrix was washed off the tissue by gentlyshaking it in a Petri dish in 95% ethanol for 20 s.

10.1002/jms.1926
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MALDI MSI and classical histology on a singletissue section

A. Optical image of a H&E stained tissues section showing several carcinomata in situ regions Molecularimages of m/z 9,750 (Yellow) & m/z 4,519 (blue)B. Overlay of H&E staining and molecular images

Walch et al., Histochem. Cell. Biol., 2008, 130, 421-34
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Histology-directed Tissue Profiling

10.1074/mcp.M600119-MCP200

A. unsupervised classification of profiles of specific cell types acquired from onebreast tumor sectionB. spatial plot representing profile similarity of DCIS versus IMC as determined bymultidimensional scaling of the top ranked markers identified by supervisedclassificationC. H&E section with annotation marks colored to represent results of classificationanalysis

A. H&E section with circular marks placed at sites to be profiled and colored according tohistopathology, red, peritumoral stroma; black, IMC; blue, DCIS; and green, NTEB. illustration of the different surface areas profiled by the histology directed strategy (coloredspots) and traditional profiling (100 nL of matrix deposited with mechanical pipette, shadedarea)C. overlay of aligned H&E image and MALDI imageD. MALDI section after robotic deposition of matrix onto designated sites



Washing
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Washing

(a) Comparison of rat brain submitted to different organic solvent(b-e) Intensity of ions after those washing step

Seeley et al., J. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom., 2008, 19, 1069-1077
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Acetone immersion enhanced small moleculemetabolites (SMMs)

10.1016/j.jpba.2019.112797

MS images of representative SMMs which presentedenhanced ion intensities after immersing with acetonein osteosarcoma section. CT, cancer tissue; PCT, para-cancerous connective tissue; PMT, paracancerousmuscular tissue.

MS images of representative SMMs which presented enhancedion intensities after immersing with acetone in rat brain section.HC, hippocampus; CPC, corpus callosum; CBC, cerebral cortex.
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Tissue Washing Procedures

22
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MALDI ImagingMatrix application
Spray coating Microspotting Sublimation
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Sublimation of 1,5-DAN

High spatial resolution IMS of lipids in the negative ionization modefrom a transversal mouse cerebellum region coated with DAN bysublimation and acquired with a lateral resolution of 10 μm. In theH&E staining, a, b, and c represent white matter and the molecularand granular layers, respectively

Consecutive IMS of lipids in the negativeand positive ionization modes from atransversal mouse brain section afterDAN sublimation. Ion images arecorrelated to a serial section after H&Estaining. Imaging MS data were acquiredwith a lateral resolution of 100 μm witha 50 μm offset between the positive andnegative grid arrays.

10.1021/ac2033547

MALDI MS spectra acquired from a mouse brain section coated with DAN by sublimation in thepositive (red) and negative (blue) ionization modes. A∗ indicates potassium adducts.
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Sublimation

10.1021/ac2033547
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MATRIX deposition devices
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Microspotter
Chemical Inkjet PrintingCHIP-1000

Spatial Resolution: LowApplications: Drugs, Lipids, peptides/proteins



DHB sublimation CHCA

DHB 9AA
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Different matricesfor different applications
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Polyphenylated fluoromethylpyridiniumreactive matrix

10.1038/s41592-019-0551-3
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Solid Ionic Matrices (SIM)

• SIM provide better intense signal of peptides, better extraction?

Specific matrices for MSI

HCCA/ANI
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Mass spectrometers

SELECT SERIES MRT
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FTICR= Fourier TransformIon Cyclotron ResonanceOrbitrapToF=Time-of-Flight

Speed +++ ++ +
Resolvingpower + ++ +++

Massaccuracy + ++ +++

Most Common Mass Analyzer for MALDI-MSI
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Effect of resolution of the resulting image

Spatialresolution

Pitchbetweenablationspots

LaserbeamdiameterComparison of serial mouse brain acquired at different spatial resolutions.m/z 6755 of mouse cerebellum @ 200, 100, 50 & 25µm
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Lateral resolution: laser focusing
Smartbeam 3D: 5µm /10kHz
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AP-SMALDI

 SMALDI-MS-Orbitrap => sub-cellular resolution (0.5–10µm) Mass accuracy of 2 ppm. Applications : small molecules

A) Orbitrap full-scan spectrum. B) Overlay of ion images: m/z 770.5097 (red) and m/z 770.5580(green). C) Averaged orbitrap spectrum showing both separated peaks

Lateral Res : 5µm

Römpp et al., Angew Chem Int Ed Engl., 2010, 49, 3834-3838
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Continuous Accumulation of Selected Ions (CASI)

Imaging mass spectrometry analysis of a rat brain(left hemisphere) full-scan acquisition mode(right hemisphere) using a 75 Da CASI window centered at m/z 845Ion images for a range of lipids within the CASI window show improvedbrightness (i.e., sensitivity) and contrast (i.e., dynamic range).
10.1021/acs.analchem.0c02121

(a) isolation of a small m/z window by CASI(b) selected ion ejection of a small m/z range
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Contribution of high spectral resolution
MALDI-TOF110
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MALDI Orbitrap

10.1021/ac901387u

Mass spectrometric images of the total ioncurrent of serial rat spinal cord sections analyzedby(A) an Orbitrap analyzer(B) a linear ion trap
(A) Mass spectrum of m/z region 844-845 showing at least that 5peaks are detected. The mass spectrometric images correspond to(B) the 1 amu mass range and the peaks at (C) 844.4690, (D)844.5292, and (E) 844.9463
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High-speed MALDI Imaging

Ogrinc Potočnik et al., Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom., 2015.Bruker rapiflex Tissuetyper
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High-speed MALDI Imaging
Negative ion imaging of mouse brain50×50 μm raster

• 33,934 pixels in ~17 min, ~33 pixels/s• 1 pixel/s would take over 9 h for a single image

.
10.1002/rcm.7379

20×20 μm raster

10.1021/jasms.0c00368
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High-Repetition-Rate Laserin an AP-SMALDI

10.1021/jasms.0c00368
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High-Repetition-Rate Laserin an AP-SMALDI

10.1021/jasms.0c00368



Antigen retrieval & FFPE tissue
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MALDI analysis of FFPE tissue

(A) Comparison of MALDI mass spectra in the linear positive mode of the direct analysis of a <1 yearold FFPE and fresh frozen rat brain tissues recorded in the same region with sinapinic acid asmatrix(B) MALDI mass spectrum in the linear positive mode of the direct analysis of a >1 year old FFPEtissue

(A) (B)

• Adducts observed (+12Da) => formation of a Protein-N=CH2• After 1 year, sample are difficult to analyze => crosslink
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Antigen Retrieval Strategies

D’Amico et al., J. Immuno. Methods., 2009, 341, 1-18
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High-throughput proteomic analysis of FFPEtissue

47
10.1002/pmic.200800495

(a) TMA H&E with histological regions marked(b) TMA spotted with trypsin/matrix for MS analysis

Overlay of average spectra from a squamous cellcarcinoma needle core biopsy and an adjacent normaltissue needle core biopsy taken from the same patient
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Highlights and breakthroughs of MALDI-MSIin oncology

10.1039/c7an00565b
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MALDI-MSI in oncology

MALDI-MSI

Biomarkerdiscovery

Diagnosis

Prognosis

ResponsepredictionMolecularhistology

Intratumourheterogeneity

Characterization of cancermargins forsupportingintraoperativediagnostics
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Glioma grade III classification

10.1016/j.bbapap.2016.11.012
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Glioma grade III classification

10.1016/j.bbapap.2016.11.012
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Intratumour heterogeneityintestinal-type gastric cancer

10.1002/path.4436
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Spatially Resolved Mass Spectrometryat the Single Cell

Illustration of how physiological state heterogeneity occurringacross a cell population within a sample may not be resolvedby bulk omics measurements (purple line). In this example, twodiscrete subpopulations of cells can be resolved by measuringeach cell, which will resolve the predominate cell population(blue) from a minor cell population (yellow)
10.1021/jasms.0c00439
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Transmission-Mode MALDI MassSpectrometry Imaging of Single Cells

Ion distribution images of selected glycosphingo- andphospholipids and an unknown compound at m/z 614.322analyzed by t-MALDI- 2-MSI from :(A) HCT 116(B) DLD-1(C) LLC-PK1 cells 10.1021/acs.analchem.0c04905



Data Processing and visualization
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MSI software packages

MSIsoftwares

MetaSpace

Multimaging

Clinprotools(BrukerDaltonics)

SCiLS (BrukerDaltonics)

MSiReaderBiomap

msiQuant

SpectralAnalysis

Cardinal

10.1021/acs.analchem.7b04733
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Deninger et al., J. Proteom. Res, 2008, 7, 5230-5236

Spatial segmentation
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18 different classes
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THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION


